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This practical guide to managing network security covers  reliable methods for detecting network intruders, from using  simple packet sniffers to more sophisticated IDS (Intrusion  Detection Systems) applications and the GUI interfaces for  managing them. A comprehensive resource for monitoring  illegal entry attempts, Managing Security with  Snort and IDS Tools provides step-by-step  instructions on getting up and running with Snort 2.1, and  how to shut down and secure workstations, servers,  firewalls, routers, sensors and other network devices.

This book explains how to manage your network's security using the open source tool Snort. The examples in this book are designed for use primarily on a Red Hat Linux machine. They should be fully functional on the latest Red Hat Enterprise Linux version as well as the latest Fedora release by Red Hat. All instructions were documented using the most recent Red Hat releases, patches, and software. The applications were configured using default packages needed for a standard installation, and each machine was secured according to the latest errata.

The instructions in this book apply to other Linux flavors, such as SuSE, Gentoo, Debian, and most Unix variants, including FreeBSD, OpenBSD, and Solaris. Many of the applications are available for download as source or as precompiled binaries. Since performance is often a consideration when deploying an IDS solution, you will probably find that building the applications from source yields the best results. If you do not have the time, desire, or need to build from source, the prebuilt packages should work just fine and install without trouble on most systems. Consult your Linux distribution or Unix-based operating system for further information regarding source compilation and installation. Snort binaries are also available for the Microsoft Windows platform, and instructions for running Snort on a Windows platform are included.

Links to the applications and their respective web sites are provided throughout and at the end of the chapters. Appendix C also contains a compendium of all software programs and applications referenced. Check all software sites regularly for the latest updates and information regarding their use. Many of the programs are under active development and new versions are posted frequently. Some applications require an update with the release of new Linux versions. Stay current with the most recent release in order to avoid any vulnerabilities or security issues that appear over time.
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Beginning iOS 7 Development: Exploring the iOS SDKApress, 2014

	The team that brought you the bestselling Beginning iPhone Development is back again for Beginning iOS 7 Development, bringing this definitive guide up-to-date with Apple's latest and greatest iOS 7 SDK, as well as with the latest version of Xcode.


	There’s coverage of brand-new technologies, including a...
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Object-Oriented JavaScriptPackt Publishing, 2008
Once listed in the "nice to have" sections of job postings, these days the knowledge of JavaScript is a deciding factor when it comes to hiring web developers. And rightly so. Where in the past we used to have the occasional few lines of JavaScript embedded in a web page, now we have advanced libraries and extensible architectures,...
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Solid/Liquid Separation: Scale-up of Industrial EquipmentElsevier Limited, 2006

	This book identifies test procedures used within sectors of the solid/liquid separation equipment industry, providing practical explanations for test data and their uses when faced with a new application to assess. With a strong practical emphasis, this book is ideal for use as a reference text for engineers concerned with applications...
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Developing Web Services with Apache Axis2TipTec Development, 2008

	If you'd like to learn how to create web services (in particular, using Apache Axis2) and make some sense of various standards like SOAP, WSDL, MTOM, WS-Addressing, WS-Security, WS-Policy, XML Encryption and XML Signature, then this book is for you. Why? First, it has a tutorial style that walks you through in a step-by-step manner....
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Citrix® XenMobile™ Mobile Device ManagementPackt Publishing, 2014

	Get up to speed with mobile device management with this fantastic, fully illustrated guide to XenMobile. From security to package deployment, it's an essential companion for the current trend of BYOD and corporate mobile devices.


	Overview

	
		Deploy and manage the complete XenMobile solution
	...
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Machine Learning and AI for Healthcare: Big Data for Improved Health OutcomesApress, 2019

	
		
			
				Explore the theory and practical applications of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning in healthcare. This book offers a guided tour of machine learning algorithms, architecture design, and applications of learning in healthcare and big data challenges.

			
				You’ll discover the...
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